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Florida Bureau of Archaeological Research Collections Guidelines (revised 2010, updated contact information 2012). 

 

These guidelines should be reviewed prior to the field phase of a project, to assure field bag numbers follow a standard format (unique 

integer for each single provenience recovery bag). 

 

Florida Bureau of Archaeology (BAR) 1A-32 permit Collections guidelines revolve around four main points. Prior to shipment of 

archaeological recovery, please check that the following are to standards: 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    I)  Bag identifying numbers are correctly formatted  ( FS.LOT). 

   II) Bags meet standards (zip lock closures, 4 mil, no smaller than 3 x 3 inches, identifying bag number and site number on each 

bag, clear space at top of bag for BAR use). 

  III) All recovery is sorted and bagged to standards (first level and second level sorts, see discussion below). 

  IV) Documentation accompanies recovery  (FS log, catalog listing, plus optionally, field notes, maps, and diagrams). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 V) Frequently asked questions (does everything have to be curated, can tables be electronic files, who to call, where to ship). 

 

 

I)  BAR FORMAT CATALOG NUMBERS-  FS.LOT.  

 

The Field Specimen number (FS)  is a unique integer number assigned to a single, within site field provenience.  An FS number is 

usually issued in the field, and assigned to a specific recovery bag corresponding to a single recovery provenience.  The FS is 

recorded in an FS log that contains at minimum Site Number, FS and within site Provenience. If site number is not understood 

at time of recovery (e.g., Phase I tests), it must be added to the final version of the FS table.  

 

The FS log is to be submitted with the recovery documentation (see IV, below). The FS log sample below is very simplified; other 

project-specific information may be added as well (e.g.,  field dates, staff initials, etc.).  The sample only shows the minimum 

required columns, more are fine. 
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SAMPLE  FS LOG 

 

SITE: 8XX-00000 (make sure FS table has a valid site number. If multi-site, a column for site must be added to this table.) 

FS PROVENIENCE (this information may be allocated to more than one column) 

1 Surface, general site 

2 Test Unit A, level 1 

3 Test Unit A, level 2 

Etc. Note, these 

must be integers- 

no letters (a, b). 

Provenience may be (often is) more than one column, usually depending on phase of tests.  For instance, phase 1 

may have only one column with test holes listed. Phase 3 may have separate columns for N/E/Level grid 

coordinates.   BAR’s concern is that the FS row corresponds to one and only one within site provenience. 

 

The FS column in this table is the basis for a catalog listing of recovery.  Because catalog numbers will be issued based on the FS 

number,  it is essential a  unique integer FS is issued in the field in order to provide a direct link between field provenience and 

cataloged artifacts.  Please see section (IV) for an example of a catalog listing which is distinct from the FS log. 

 

II) BAGS: 

 

For submission to BAR, bags must be 4 mil thickness, and have a zip lock closure.  The bags should not be smaller than 3 x 3 inches, 

even if contents are very small, because additional information needs to be written on the bag by BAR.  Bags should not be 

stuffed full, but be comfortably larger than their contents, so removal is simple and doesn’t damage the bag or contents. Torn 

field bags should be replaced. Overly stained field bags should be replaced. Typed items and/or well preserved items should be 

in clean bags suitable for long term curation. 

 

There should be a clear band with no writing on bags  to about  1 - 1.5 inches below the zip lock (that area is reserved for BAR use).  

 

At minimum, each bag should be labeled with its FS.LOT  number, and beneath that, the site number (or clear indication it is an 

isolate if not associated with a site).  Any other information is optional, and may not be necessary if a complete FS log has 

been constructed.  That is, not every sort bag has to be labeled with within-site provenience, excavators initials, field dates, 

artifact identification, etc. This information should all be easily found in the FS log. Any optional additional information on the 

bag should be added below the FS.LOT and site number. (Often, a ‘mother bag’ for the FS is labeled with unit/level etc. 
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information, with only  FS.LOT and site number on the more numerous sort bags nested into the large FS ‘mother bag’).  

Labels must be written with permanent markers. 

 

Printed labels loose inside the bag are   an acceptable safeguard against the accidental smudging of ink on bags, but these do not 

replace permanent marker labels on the outer surface of all bags. 

 

III) SORTING FS ARTIFACTS INTO CATALOG LOTS. 

 

Recovery from each FS field bag needs to be sorted.  Once sorted, each sort group must be individually bagged, assigned a lot within 

the FS, and listed in a catalog format.   

 

The distinction between analysis level of recording data where each item is distinctly measured, and cataloging where similar items 

within the same type may be bagged together is very useful when reading the following guidelines for sorting.  

 

Certain classification of items (e.g., lithic debitage) may be given detailed analysis, and each flake measured.  None the less, if the 

analyst wishes to put them all back into a single bag of ‘debitage’, that is fine as long as there is a single listing for a single bag 

(that is, the individual flake data is not in the catalog, even if recorded in an analytic table or spreadsheet).   

 

The same distinction can be made for ceramic sherds- even if individual sherds are measured and recorded in an analytic spreadsheet, 

each sherd does not have to be individually bagged and cataloged, but can be represented by a single row entry for a single bag 

containing several sherds of the same type. 

 

Shell, glass, etc. all have similar classes of recovery that can be grouped into a single bag of items of the same type. Please see below- 

distinct tools, even if there are several of the same type, should be individually cataloged and bagged. 

 

The lot numbers are decimals (e.g., FS 9  .1, FS 9  .2, FS 9  .3, etc.) issued consecutively within the FS. Lot assignments do not need 

to correspond the same material or description from one FS to the next.  For instance, bag 1.4 may be a stone tool, FS 12.4 

could be a shell bead.   Do not try to code information about the artifact into lot numbers. 
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Each row in the corresponding catalog listing should have a unique FS.LOT designation. Each row’s sort identification should be 

homogeneous and not a mixture of materials and types. For instance, “Unsorted glass sherds, Weeden Island incised body 

sherds, St. Johns plain body sherds, and unid. ferrous metal”  would be bagged separately, issued a lot number within the FS, 

and recorded in four consecutive rows of the catalog. Please see section [IV] for a sample catalog. 

 

The sort bags should not contain different descriptions or types of things, even if made from the same material. In the above example, 

the Weeden Island Incised sherds and St. Johns plain sherds would be in separate bags, assigned different lots, and appear on 

different rows of the catalog listing, even though both are abo. ceramic.  Multiple items of the same type (e.g., St. Johns plain 

body sherds) can go into a single sort bag of course- but note everything in the bag has the same description. 

 

Lots are assigned only after the final level of sorting for the FS is complete. Do not assign sub-lots - no additional number or letter 

should appear to the right of the lot.  If any further description needs to be made to a particular artifact, the artifact is to be 

placed in its own unique bag and given its own unique line in the catalog listing. 

 

The first level of sorting recovery from a single FS  is by material- glass, metal, aboriginal ceramic, historic ceramic, bone, shell, 

lithic, wood, leather, etc. First level sorts also separate worked bone/shell from unmodified bone/shell, lithic tools or tool 

fragments from debitage, etc. 

 

Once these broad sorts are made, more specific sorts are standard, though the level of sorting and identification varies depending on 

the level of analysis.  If material can not be sorted and identified beyond basic levels, it should be cataloged as such (e.g., 

faunal bone fragments, unsorted). If a broad category is further sorted and identified (e.g., fish bone, mammal bone, unid. 

fragments), each sort group needs to be individually bagged and assigned a unique lot within the FS.   

 

Please note that while no bag should contain different things, things that are the same may be bagged separately if desired (each with 

its own FS.LOT, even though their description will read the same). For example, if plain body sherds as a final sort group are 

too numerous to fit comfortably into a single bag, they can be divided between several bags, each uniquely numbered, even 

though contents of each bag are the same. Designations such as “Bag 1 of 2”  are not acceptable for an FS.LOT assignment. 

 

The level of secondary sorts depends on the both the material, and the level of analysis required for the report. BAR relies on 

professional standards and knowledge of the permit holder to determine what level of sorting and identification is appropriate. 

It is obviously beyond the scope of guidelines to construct a lab manual and review all artifact categories in detail. However, 
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the following provides a few examples: Please keep in mind the difference between analytic level of identification vs. grouping 

some similar items for cataloging (discussed at start of section III). 

 

Glass sherds at minimum bagged separated by color (small chips and splinters excepted), with any sherds with significant preservation 

of logos or diagnostic parts individually bagged.  Buttons, marbles, bottles, beads, tumblers and other complete or near 

complete items should be listed and bagged individually. 

 

 With lithics, debitage is bagged separately from retouched/utilized flakes. For tools, identifiable types (e.g., Bolen beveled biface 

ppk) or descriptive categories (e.g., ovate scraper) should be bagged individually.  Tool fragments, if small and unidentified, 

should be separated from debitage, but can be lumped into a single bag (e.g., biface fragments, too small to identify). Cores 

and preforms are distinct types that should be bagged separately if fairly complete, but numerous small fragments can be 

lumped into a single bag at the analyst’s discretion.  Within any category (e.g., debitage), separation of different materials 

(e.g., chert types, fossil coral) or treatments (heat treated vs. not heat treated) is optional, depending on whether these 

distinctions are made in the catalog. For instance, if a catalog notes that 4 heat treated debitage flakes, and 10 that were not,  

we would expect to find a FS.LOT bag with 4 heat treated flakes, and an FS.LOT bag with 10 non-heat altered flakes. If the 

catalog doesn’t make the distinction, we would expect a FS.LOT bag with 27 flakes.   

 

Please Note: In some classes of recovery, especially lithics and faunal bone, a distinction between analytic and catalog tables can be 

(and probably should be) made.  For instance, if each debitage flake is measured, and the analyst wishes to put each measured 

flake back into a generic ‘debitage’ bag, that’s is fine as long as each flake is not individually listed on the catalog table, but 

instead there is a single row entry, corresponding to a single bag of debitage.  The individually measured flakes should be 

tabulated on an analytic table or spreadsheet, but not in the catalog unless the analyst wishes to bag each one individually for a 

specific reason. If so, each bag is its own lot within the FS. 

 

For faunal bone that has been analyzed in detail, BAR will accept a single catalog entry for “analyzed faunal bone”, which may 

correspond to a single large bag with a nested bags containing analytic sorts (species, genus, etc.).  This is acceptable as long 

as, if small bags do not all fit into a single ‘mother bag’, each large bag is assigned a lot and listed individually in the catalog 

(no bag 1 of 2 please). 

 

This method can also be followed for ceramics falling with a single type- if for analysis each St. Johns incised body sherd is measured, 

for cataloging there can be a single row entry for a single bag containing several St. Johns incised body sherds. 
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Shell should be sorted as best as possible. Distinct tools should be individually bagged (or numerous smaller tool fragments in a single 

category bagged together). Shell beads or other distinct objects should be individually bagged and listed.  

 

Please see section [V] re: bulk shell samples.  BAR prefers they not be curated or at least reduced in volume. If deemed 

important for further research, bulk shell may be arranged to be kept by the principal investigator.  Before transmitting bulk or 

large amounts of non-artifact shell, please call BAR collections to discuss alternatives to long term curation at BAR. Bulk  

shell samples sent in without prior arrangement may be de-accessioned and discarded by BAR. 

 

Soils are usually not curated at BAR. Bulk soil samples, screen residues, etc., if deemed important for further research, may be 

arranged to be kept by the principal investigator. Before transmitting soils or screen residue, please call BAR. collections to 

discuss alternatives to long term curation at BAR.  Soils and screen residues sent in without prior arrangement may be de-

accessioned and discarded by BAR. 

  

Historic sherds are separated into standard types (plain creamware, transfer printed pearlware, salt-glazed stoneware, etc.). Less 

specific sorts are acceptable only if that matches the level of identification in the report.  Complete or relatively complete 

items, sherds with significant portions of a maker’s mark, or large sherds should be bagged and listed individually Marbles, 

buttons, kaolin pipes, beads, or other complete or near complete items should be bagged and listed individually. Fragments of a 

single identifiable type can be bagged together (e.g., kaolin pipe stems fragments with no maker’s marks). 

 

Aboriginal sherds are separated by either type, or design characteristics (e.g., even if untyped, unid. incised sherds would be separated 

from unid. check stamped). Complete or near complete objects need to be cataloged individually. Within a specific type or 

description, rim, base, and body sherds should be sorted from each other. Larger, better preserved sherds should be bagged and 

listed individually. Gaming disks, pipes, effigies, etc. should be individually bagged and listed.  

 

Metal should be separated as best as possible (flat metal fragments, fastener fragments, wire nails separated from cut or hand-wrought 

nails, etc.).  Brass, lead, ferrous (iron based), and other metals should be separated.  Better preserved metal items, especially 

those significant enough to be a candidate for conservation, should be individually bagged and listed.  Distinct items, even if 

poorly preserved, should be sorted if identifiable (e.g., fragments of crown bottle caps separated from unid. fastener fragments, 

even though both are poorly preserved ferrous metals).  With metal recovery there is usually a fair amount of ferrous oxides, 
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which should have any reasonably identifiable objects removed and sorted before the unidentified residue is bagged (or… 

discarded, see V, below). 

 

Faunal bone should be sorted as best as possible (mammal, fish, bird, etc.), or clearly listed as “unsorted/unidentified).  Again, the 

level of sorting depends on the level of reporting. If it is reported that faunal bone was found, we might find only a bag of 

faunal bone. If it is reported that there was turtle, deer, and fish bone, we would expect to see bags corresponding to turtle, 

deer, and fish bone for that FS.  Any human remains (teeth, bone fragments) should have been reported to the State 

Archaeologist at the time they were first recognized as human (be it in the field or lab), and needs to be in specifically and 

prominently labeled bags.  Delivery of human remains should be coordinated with the State Archaeologist prior to transfer to 

BAR. 

 

The level of sorting of contents of an FS bag should reflect the level of reporting. That is the bottom line.  If a sort is made and the 

types or description reported, there should be an FS.LOT bag for each reported type/description identified in the FS.  Do not 

identify groups or specific artifacts in the FS, only to place them all together back into a single bag.  

 

It is clearly understood there is usually a size-based line beyond which sorting is pointless, and a certain amount of  unidentified 

screen residue smaller 1/4
th

 inch is acceptable (we urge discard rather than curation of screen residue). However, as a rule all 

readily recognized recovery should be sorted, identified, and reported.  BAR will not accept into collections (and the permit 

will not be resolved) if recovery is sent unsorted, or markedly inadequately sorted.  

 

It is important to not oversample- that is, do not recover more than can be sorted, identified, cataloged, and reported.  If a disturbed 

site has a sampled area that review of recovery indicates is so seriously compromised that no meaningful analysis is possible, it 

should be reported as such. However, the bulk of recovery from fatally compromised proveniences may be best suited for 

backfill.  Any material meaningful to curate is meaningful enough to sort, catalog and report.   

 

IV)  DOCUMENTATION: 

 

The basic required documents for artifact submissions are 1) an FS log linking the integer FS to field provenience (see section [I], and 

2) a catalog table listing of FS.LOT bag contents.   
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The catalog table uses an FS.LOT system for catalog numbers.  After the field phase when the recovered materials are sorted and 

identified, each sort group within the FS is issued a lot number based on its field allocated FS (see section [III] for more 

information about lots). 

 

If the catalog table (or FS log) refers to more than one site (common with surveys), a column for site identification has to be added. 

Please sort the final version of multi-site tables first by site number, and then within the site, by FS or FS.LOT.  

 

If a table refers to a single site, the site should appear in the table label or header.  Single site catalog tables should be sorted by 

FS.LOT (or just FS for the FS log). 

 

The sample catalog table (below) covers more than one site. Note that the integer FS can begin again at the number one with a 

different site, or whatever integer number is convenient for project FS logs.  The integer FS’s only have to be unique within a 

given site, they do not have to begin with one, nor need they increment by just one.   

 

The sample table has several entries for a single FS within a single site, made distinct and unique by the addition of lots.  A discarded 

item is shown, but a “discarded” comment is only needed if the item appears in the catalog sent to BAR.  If a discarded item was not 

cataloged, it does not have to appear on the table. 

 

SAMPLE CATALOG TABLE. 

 

SITE ID FS.LOT MATERIAL DESCRIPTION Additional Cols. (e.g. 

Count) 

8CL-01222 1.1 Glass Clear glass sherds  

8CL-01222 1.2 Lithic Biface ppk base, Florida Archaic Stemmed  

8CL-01222 1.3 Abo. Ceramic Rim Sherd, unid. incised  

8CL-01222 2.1 Bone Bone pin tip fragment, probably deer metapodial  

8CL-01222 3.1 Lithic Debitage  

8CL-09999 1.1 Bone Saw cut cow bone  

8CL-09999 1.2 Metal Unid. small ferrous oxides, discarded  

8CL-11111 29.1 Shell Whelk shell tool fragment, adz?  
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8CL-11111 29.2 Abo. Ceramic Unid. plain or eroded body sherds   

8CL-11111 30.1 Abo. Ceramic Unid. plain or eroded body sherds   

8CL-00000 1.1 Lithic Florida Archaic Stemmed ppk  

 

An isolate occurrence without any site assignment being warranted is shown on the sample table with a pseudo site number format- 

the county is noted (CL = Clay county), followed by zeros.  Each isolate should have its own FS.  

 

PLEASE NOTE: Each catalog row must have a unique FS.LOT combination that is not repeated for its corresponding site anywhere 

else on the table.  If a the catalog number column is a numeric field, be careful of leading zeros (e.g., for FS 12, Lots 1 and 

100, 12.1 and 12.100 are numerically the same, but 10.001 and 10.100 are numerically distinct) 

 

All tables (FS log and Catalog table) should accompany the artifact submission as printed hard copies. If tables are incorporated in the 

report (as is usual), please print and send to collections just the table pages.  Any tables that exist in Access database or Excel 

spreadsheet electronic files are very welcome, but please also include a printed copy as back-up. 

 

Field notes, logs, digital photos, analysis work sheets (electronic or paper) and other project documents and files are not required, but 

if the principal investigator feels they will be useful and contain information not in the report,  BAR will accept them.  Field 

notes must be labeled as to site(s) they refer to. BAR collections does not transfer field documents to archival media. In theory, 

most of this material is secondary to the final submitted report, and has limited long term value. Information with long term 

value should appear in the report, which is archived.   

 

It is encouraged that field documentation of lasting value be first scanned and then sent in as pdf files.  Scanned field notes can 

be archived by the Florida Master Site File, and thus be much more accessible than physical files. 

 

 

V)  FAQS 

 

1) Does all recovery need to be curated?. BAR relies on the professional judgment of the field investigator as to what recovery is 

significant to curate.  Not all recovery need be curated, though it is recommended all recovery is documented, and any discards clearly 

labeled as such.  Obvious candidates for record and discard include:  
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unidentifiable iron oxide fragments,   

modern construction debris,  

plastic and other modern trash, 

unmodified, locally occurring natural pebbles or concretions,  

charcoal other than formally handled and packaged C14 samples,  

screen residue left over after sorting and removal of standard recovery,  

 

and other material clearly not significant to the historic interpretation of the site. Please feel free to call BAR for an opinion about 

whether something(s) can be discarded rather than curated 

 

BAR urges the field investigator to show restraint with bulky items. Samples of bricks, mortar, tabby cement, or other construction 

materials may suffice, rather than attempting to curate all recovery. Some historic sites generate staggering amounts of glass 

sherds, metal oxides, etc., much of which may not be appropriate for long term curation.   

 

BAR will not accept bulk soil samples, if important to later research, they can be kept by the person planning the future research. 

BAR will not accept bulk shell samples, if important to later research, they can be kept by the person planning the future research. 

Please contact BAR to discuss this if your project generates bulk samples of any kind, especially soil/shell. 

 

Disposal of recovered material deemed not appropriate to curate should follow common sense guidelines. As a suggestion, modern 

dumps may be the best way to make sure they are not disposed in a location possibly confusing to future archaeological projects. 

 

2) Can tables be electronic files.  Printed copies of FS and Catalog tables should be sent with artifacts. However, in addition to 

printed copies, Access or Excel version tables are very welcome.  

 

Electronic versions of tables formatted in Word or.pdf  are of limited use. However, pdf file versions of field notes, diagrams etc. are 

welcome, especially in place of the physical paper documentation (make sure a cover letter or note provides information useful to 

describe the pdf file source and contents). 

 

 

3) Who to contact with collections related questions: 

Dave Dickel:  
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850-487-0458, Dave.Dickel@dos.myflorida.com 

 

Marie Prentice: 

 850-922-2484, Marie.Prentice@dos.myflorida.com 

 

4) Where to send the material:  If recovery contains fragile items, please consider hand delivery. BAR experience with shipped 

artifacts (especially ceramic reconstructions and bone tools) has not been good.  If you are shipping the material, please contact 

collections staff in advance to alert them and send to: 

 

Attn Dave Dickel or Marie Prentice 

Bureau of Archaeological Research 

2100 W Tennessee St. 

Tallahassee, FL 32304 
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